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Question 1 

Critically discuss the significance of the indemnity principle in relation to the law of insurance, 

citing appropriate authority and using examples of your own devising. 

 

Question 2 

As a result of a loan, Donald owes Julie £40,000. Donald is struggling financially but does 

have a number of assets. He is an avid antiques collector and has three highly valuable chess 

sets. One of those is located in his home, a second is in the possession of a local museum 

and a third is at Donald’s workplace. Donald co-owns his home with his wife, and it is subject 

to a security. Donald has also recently obtained a patent for a new type of coffee machine, 

which he believes will be highly successful. In addition, he has £5,000 in cash at his 

workplace and a bank account with Glenrothes Bank. 

Julie is keen to obtain payment of the sum due as soon as possible. Advise her as to which 

diligences she can use against Donald and why these may be useful.  

 

Question 3 

Michaela holds a bill of exchange. The front of the bill is addressed by Oscar Instruments Ltd 

(“Oscar”) to Petra Chemicals Ltd (“Petra”) and states “sixty days after sight of this bill of 

exchange pay us or the order of us the sum of £7,000 (SEVEN THOUSAND POUNDS 

STERLING) only”. The bill has been signed on its front by Paul Peterson, a director of Oscar, 

for and on behalf of the company. The bill bears to have been endorsed by Paul for and on 

behalf of Oscar, in favour of Quentin. In addition, the bill bears to have been endorsed by 

Quentin in favour of Ruth and by Ruth in favour of Susan. The bill also bears to have been 

endorsed by Susan in blank. Michaela paid Susan £6,500 for the bill. Michaela is considering 

presenting the bill to Petra but has received correspondence from Quentin, stating that Ruth 

stole the bill from him and forged his signature. Ruth denies this, but in turn alleges that 

Susan stole the bill from her and forged Ruth’s signature.  

Michaela is confused by the situation and approaches you for advice. Advise her as to which 

party or parties she is entitled to seek payment from and why.  



  

Question 4 

Outline the circumstances in which a living debtor may be sequestrated and explain what is 

meant by apparent insolvency and absolute insolvency and outline the consequences of 

each, using examples that you have created. 

 

Question 5 

Discuss the importance of the duty of good faith in relation to cautionary obligations. In doing 

so, refer to relevant case law and provide brief examples (of your own creation) to explain 

the applicable law. 

 

Question 6 

Martin is on a shopping spree. He seeks to buy the following items: 

a) A gold ring from Big Time Jewellers. Martin has paid for the ring, but it has been sent 

away for engraving. He has not yet collected it. 

b) A new kitchen table from Kitchen World. Martin has not seen the table and has ordered 

it and paid for it on the basis of a description in a catalogue. 

c) A second-hand car from Nawaz. Martin has not yet paid for the car and Nawaz 

requires to do some work on it before it is to be physically transferred to Martin. 

d) A selection of books from his friend Olivia. Martin has not paid for these, but he has 

collected them and has said that he will pay Olivia later. 

e) A new bicycle from Peterhead Bikes. Martin pays for the bicycle and takes it away with 

him; however, he still owes Peterhead Bikes money from a previous dealing. In the 

written agreement for the new bicycle, it is stated that ownership does not pass to 

Martin until he makes payment of all sums due under all contracts between him and 

Peterhead Bikes. 

Martin is unsure as to whether he owns the items. Advise him as to the ownership position 

for each of them. 

 
 
 

END OF QUESTION PAPER  
 


